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B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005

RainMakers

Programme 5           By Kate Murphy
18 October        

Creative music making in this week�s One Potato, Two Potato when Libby and Michael will be 
continuing the theme of weather, by encouraging the children to make their own weather sounds 
while they accompany a song all about Mr McGrew.

* If possible, the programme should be recorded so that the children can hear, and accompany 
the song again after the programme *

Song  Mister McGrew

verse 1  Mister McGrew went riding on a pony

   Woodblock
   
   Not a thing going wrong as he rode along

   Woodblock

   Then all at once he heard a clap of thunder

   Tambourine

   And the thunder made a sound
   That echoed all around,
   But Mr McGrew kept riding on his pony.

   Woodblock

verse 2  It grew very dark and down came the rain

   Rainmaker

   And the rain made a sound
   That echoed all around
   After the thunder

   Tambourine

   But Mr McGrew kept riding on his pony

   Woodblock
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verse 3  Then after a while, the wind began to blow
   
   Whooh

   And the wind made a sound
   That echoed all around
   After the rain came

   Rainmaker

   After the thunder

   Tambourine

   But Mr McGrew kept riding on his pony

   Woodblock

verse 4  A truck passed him by and hooted on his horn

   Horn

   And the truck made a sound
   That echoed all around
   After the wind blew

   Whooh

   After the rain came

   Rainmaker

   After the thunder
   
   Tambourine

   But Mr McGrew kept riding on his pony

   Woodblock

verse 5  A bee buzzed around and stung on the nose

   Shaker

   And the bee made a sound that echoed all around
   After the tuck passed

   Horn
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    After the wind blew

    Whooh

    After the rain came

    Rainmaker

    After the thunder
 
    Tambourine

    But Mr McGrew kept riding on his pony

    Woodblock

Sounds/Instruments used in the programme

(These are suggestions only.  The song may also be performed using actions instead of instruments, or with 
a combination of both.  Let the children experiment until they Þ nd sounds which satisfy them).

    Instrument    Action

PONY   woodblock    tongue clicking

THUNDER   sheet of cardboard   vocal �crash�
    or
    tambourine

RAIN   rainmaker    Þ ngers

WIND   tambourine    blow/whistle
    or
    shaker 

TRUCK   horn     �beep beep� sound
    or
    recorder

BEE    shaker    buzzing sound
    or
    tambourine
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After the programme

� Learn the song.  The accumulative nature of the words is quite complex, so they would 
be better written out on the board or displayed.

� Experiment with a variety of instruments and sounds to select the accompaniments.
� Choose other favourite poems, stories or songs and Þ nd sounds to illustrate them.
� Select a theme and make a sound picture e.g. weather - starts to rain, heavier, thunder, 

lightning, gale, snow, calm etc.  Ask the children to think carefully about the sound they 
are trying to portray i.e. a storm isn�t simply a very loud noise!=

� Use made-up sound effects as well as vocal or instruments e.g. drop rice or dried peas 
on to a hard surface to sound like rain.

� Compose a whole �piece of music� on the theme, just using sounds and without words. 
If possible record the effect and play it back and see if it could be improved.  Could a 
class who has never heard the piece guess what the theme is?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should be given opportunities to express thoughts,   
     feelings and opinions in response to personal experiences,   
     literature, media and curricular topics or activities e.g. respond  
     to an educational broadcast.

Reading:    Pupils should have opportunities to listen to and understand a  
     range of texts which are read aloud, including those presented  
     on tape, radio or television.

Writing:    Pupils should have opportunities to write for a variety of   
     purposes and to express their thoughts, feelings and imaginings;  
     describe; narrate.

Geography

Weather:    Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: the weather in  
     their local area; changes in weather through the seasons; how  
     weather effects people�s lives; the weather in other places.

Science

Investigating and Evaluating: Pupils should have opportunities to: present their Þ ndings using  
     appropriate methods e.g. block graphs, labelled pictures, bar  
     charts etc.
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Materials.  Properties:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: investigate similarities  
     and differences in materials and objects and sort them according  
     to their properties e.g. those which absorb water and those   
     which are waterproof.

Change:    Pupils should be given opportunities to: Þ nd out about the   
     effects of heating and cooling some everyday substances such as  
     water.

Maths

Handling Data:   Pupils should have opportunities to: collect data and record it;  
     help to design an observation sheet and use it to record a set of  
     data leading to a frequency table, and collate and analyse the  
     results.

Music

Composing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: play with sound; explore  
     and investigate ways of making sounds; create simple effects  
     using single sounds; select and use sounds to express mood and  
     atmosphere.

Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: join in singing rhymes and  
     simple songs; develop an awareness of simple features in songs  
     and accompaniments which they sing and play.

Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: respond imaginatively   
     to a variety of short pieces of music; think and talk about the  
     features and effects of the music they create, perform, and listen  
     to.

Art     Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with paint;  
     make three dimensional structures by assembling, arranging  
     and joining a variety of materials.
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Cross-Curricular Links

        

PPROGRAMME 5

MUSIC
experimentation
composition
singing

ENGLISH
illustrate poems
illustrate stories

SCIENCE
construct
instruments/
sound effects


